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Overview

In 2000, a group of planners, tourism representatives,
historians, and natural/cultural resource managers
identified a need for unified standards and guidelines
for interpretive signs in the Champlain region of
Vermont, New York, and Québec. In response, the
Lake Champlain Basin Program (LCBP) convened
these stakeholders to develop and design an outdoor
wayside exhibit template for use by organizations and
municipalities in the Lake Champlain Basin.  

Using this information, the LCBP published the Lake
Champlain Wayside Exhibit Manual in 2001. The
LCBP has provided in-kind design services grants 
to organizations using this template for projects 
that address priorities in the management plan
Opportunities of Action. This successful program has
generated more than 100 new wayside exhibits in the
Lake Champlain Basin.

A unified approach to wayside interpretation helps
local communities place their unique stories in a
broader context. A readily recognizable interpretive
sign encourages visitors to stop and learn about anoth-
er piece of the Champlain Valley’s story. The result is 
a richer sense of history, nature, and culture, and a
stronger regional identity among residents and visitors. 

Encouraging linkages with the Richelieu Valley of
Québec, the LCBP supports bilingual exhibits and 
provides support for translation services. Applicants 
for design services grants should contact the LCBP. 
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To ensure a smooth and efficient process of

developing effective exhibits, there are a few

questions you should consider from the start:

1) What are your interpretive objectives for the

specific site or sites? What is the essence of the

message or story that you want to convey?

2) Who will be working on the project and

what is everyone’s specific role? How do you

reach consensus to satisfy both local and inter-

national audiences?

3) What visitors do you expect? Are there any

special considerations that should be made for

children, families, international visitors, and

those with disabilities? To what extent should

the exhibit address Americans with Disabilities

Act accessibility guidelines?

4) What other information exists about your

story, including publications, audiovisual shows,

films, and audio cassettes? How will your exhibit

relate to other media?

5) Do you need any sign permits?

6) What are your budget constraints?

7) What is your timetable? When do you want

to break ground?
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LCBP Wayside Exhibit Locations
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Form a Wayside
Exhibit Team
project coordinator

Select a Site(s)
wayside exhibit team

Develop a Project
Plan 
project coordinator

Identify a Budget
project coordinator

Submit Proposed
Plan to LCBP
wayside exhibit team
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Fabricate Panel
contractor

Fabricate Base
contractor

Installation
site manager

Maintain Exhibit
site manager
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INSTALLATION

Research Information 
& Images
exhibit planner

Tell the Story
exhibit planner

Review & Revise Text
LCBP & wayside exhibit team

Translate Text (if desired)
translator

Layout Design
LCBP

Review & Revise Design
LCBP & wayside exhibit team

Coordinate Production
Package
LCBP & project coordinator
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 DEVELOPMENT

Project Steps: From
Planning to Installation

Below are the specific steps to successfully
complete a wayside exhibit project. These
serve as guidelines and can be adapted to
meet individual needs. Detailed explanation
is provided in the pages to follow.

Project steps adapted from Wayside Exhibit Guidelines: The ABCs of Planning, Design, and Fabrication,
United States Department of Interior, National Park Service, National Center for Recreation and Conservation
and the Harpers Ferry Center.
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Introduction 

Wayside exhibits are excellent tools for informing vis-
itors. They can interpret a specific location and relate
individual sites to an overall theme or story. Their
message reaches a large number of people. They are
relatively inexpensive to maintain or replace. Wayside
exhibits are initially more expensive to produce than
brochures, but do not require costly reproductions. 

However, wayside exhibits are only effective if devel-
oped, designed, and located correctly. Unfortunately
too many wayside exhibits present long, complicated
messages that do not get read. Others are located in
areas that have little relation to their topic. Some are
poorly designed, making the message difficult to
understand. The goal of this manual is to provide a
basic framework for planning and creating effective
and successful interpretive wayside exhibits.  

Project Organization

A strong organizational structure is an essential part 
of developing quality interpretive signs. Ideal way-
side exhibit projects are structured as follows.

Wayside Exhibit Team: A Wayside Exhibit Team is
comprised of representatives from the project's sponsors,
stakeholders, property managers, and interested 
individuals. The team provides advice and personal
insight to the Project Coordinator.  

Project Coordinator: The success of the project is the
responsibility of the Project Coordinator. He works
with the Wayside Exhibit Team to determine inter-
pretive themes, exhibit locations, and site topics. The
coordinator edits and approves interpretive text and
graphics. Together with the LCBP, he contacts fabri-
cators, negotiates contracts, and facilitates the com-
pletion of the final products. The Project Coordinator
might also serve as the Exhibit Planner.

Exhibit Planner(s): Ideally, each interpretive wayside
exhibit has a champion, often a volunteer. Exhibit
Planners are responsible for the historical research,
text, and graphics selection. 

Exhibit Designer: The Exhibit Designer is responsible
for the design and layout of the exhibit panel. The
LCBP will provide design services, as resources per-
mit, to organizations in the Champlain region for
projects that meet eligibility criteria, including the
goals of the LCBP’s management plan, Opportunities
for Action. Once a project proposal has been accepted,
graphic designers on the LCBP’s staff  will work with
the text and graphics provided by the Wayside
Exhibit Team to create a presentation that is harmo-
nious and pleasing to the eye. (Note: The template
may be used by other designers for interpretive work.)

Project Budget

The total fabrication cost for a standard 24”x36” hori-
zontal wayside exhibit is approximately $900. In addi-

tion to the standard 24”x36” panel, other dimensions
are available, as shown on page 11. Estimated costs for
various sized exhibits are shown on page 12. There are
other costs to consider when planning a budget. For
each exhibit, plan on investing approximately $300
for coordination and $300 for research and develop-
ment. Volunteers can reduce a project's coordination
and development costs. Remember, costs will decrease
as the number of exhibits increase. 

Interpretation: Telling the Story

Principles of Successful Interpretation: 

1) Interpretation is provocation, not just information.
Illustrate with analogies, quotes, metaphors, and exam-
ples. Use text that encourages visitor interaction:

• "Look for the…" • "Touch the…"
• "Can you hear the…?" • "See if you can find the…"
• "Imagine the…" • "Smell the…"

2) The best interpretation is succinct. Use short 
sentences. Concentrate on one subject. Don't worry
about including all of the details. Visitors usually
ignore long, complex messages. Avoid creating a 
“textbook on a stick.”

3) Individual exhibits should complement each other
by presenting a unified theme. This helps advance a
project's organizational structure and provides visitors
with a better understanding of the site's significance.

“Interpretation is an
information service,
a guiding service, an
educational service...
an inspirational service.
Interpretation aims at
giving people new
understanding, new
insights, new enthusiasm,
and new interests."

-Yorke Edwards
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4) Help visitors relate the exhibit's topic to their own
lives. Use familiar terms and personal language. Use
everyday objects and events to illustrate the past, such
as: “In 1889, horses were as common as automobiles
are today.” 

5) Use photos, maps, and images to illustrate your
point. Use stimulating and revealing graphics—avoid
duplicating what can be seen.  

6) Reveal message conclusions through unique or
unusual viewpoints.  

7) Accuracy is essential. Make sure your facts are 
correct—mistakes on interpretive exhibits live for a
very long time! 

8) Have fun. Be creative. Learn a little.

Site Planning: Location, Location,
Location 

The Wayside Exhibit Team should brainstorm exhibit
locations and topics at a project's beginning. The
group should list as many topics and locations as pos-
sible. Listing potential exhibits helps determine the
project's overall theme and allows for more flexibility
in siting exhibits.   

The Project Coordinator should visit proposed exhibit
sites with the locale's property manager. This on-the-
ground visit is essential. A property manager's work-
ing knowledge of the landscape can help: eliminate

weak sites; avoid safety hazards and vandalism; locate
exhibits in accessible locations; and choose sites with
vistas of the exhibit's topic.  

Copy, Photos, and Design

There is a wealth of information out there. Local 
historians and experts, university libraries, and town,
regional, and state historical societies are excellent
sources of folklore, facts, and photographs.  

Effective wayside exhibits contain less than 300
words and feature no more than four graphic
images. The Exhibit Planner should provide the
Project Coordinator and the LCBP with exhibit copy
along with a selection of photographs or graphics for
scanning. Once copy is approved and graphics select-
ed, the LCBP will design a layout for review before
digital files are sent to a panel fabricator. Original
graphics—photographs, artwork, and maps—repro-
duce much better than duplicates. 

• 10% of what they hear;

• 30% of what they read;

• 50% of what they see;

• 90% of what they do—if an exhibit encourages 

interaction and stimulates thought, it fulfills its pur-

pose by reaching almost all site visitors.

V IS ITORS REMEMBER

Trail Name
Burlington Heritage Trail

Title
Steamboats and Shortcuts

Sub Heading
King Street Dock

Main Text
Imagine the scene here in 1825. The dock is

crowded with saddle horses, ox carts, fancy horse

buggies, pigs, goats, cows, chickens, piles of

freight, and people. There are farmers, soldiers,

merchants, and sailors. It’s noisy. Workmen are

yelling, whistles are blowing, and horses are neigh-

ing. The smell of barnyard animals, wood smoke

from the ferry’s smokestack, and food cooking fills

the air. Even though the scene is very different

today, the Lake Champlain Transportation

Company’s mission is the same—to safely deliver

passengers across Lake Champlain.

Photo Caption
The Roosevelt—the last wooden-hulled ferry on

Lake Champlain—served for 36 years. The 

president of the Lake Champlain Transportation

Company himself sank the boat by chopping

holes in its hull when it had outlived its usefulness

in 1959. Today, the Roosevelt rests at the bottom of

the broad lake before you.
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“Through interpretation,
understanding; through
understanding, appreci-
ation; through appreci-
ation, protection.”

– Freeman Tilden
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From Sketches to Comprehensive
Layouts

Once copy is written and images and graphics
collected, the LCBP carefully reviews materi-
als for content in preparation for the design
phase. A designer is visually oriented and
examines copy and images from that perspec-
tive. With physical site considerations in mind,
the designer assists in selecting photographs and
illustrations that best tell the story. Because graphic
images are the most important element of an exhibit—a
picture is worth a thousand words—clarity and quality of
image are paramount. Originals are preferred whenever possible.

The designer organizes material in layers of importance based
on the copy’s underlying message. One image is chosen to be
the primary image, around which all other elements are
designed. As a first step, the designer sketches alternative
layouts for consideration. Once a conceptual direction is
chosen, the designer precisely lays out the panel.
Headings, main text blocks, captions, and graphics are
carefully sized and positioned on a grid system. 

Lake Champlain Wayside Exhibit Manual

W.H. Miner Institute

Dr. J
ohn Ta

nner
UVM Special Collections

The Nature Conservancy, Sherry Crawford

UVM Special C
ollectio
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LCBP

Dave Menke

Viewsfromabove.com

Charles  FellVT D
HP 

Ticonderoga Historical Society,

Hancock House

Fort Ticonderoga 

Ethan Allen Homestead
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The Grid System 

The LCBP wayside exhibit template
is similar to the National Park
Service and the NYS Canal
Corporation wayside exhibit grid
systems. The grid organizes text and
graphics in an orderly fashion, mak-
ing it easy for visitors to understand
the information presented. It also
lays the foundation for a consistent
and unified look, linking wayside
exhibits at different locations
around the lake. The title bar, lake
column, colors, and typography are
standard elements found on each
exhibit, creating a recognizable
identity throughout the region.
Although all exhibits adhere to
these standards, each is carefully
designed for individual expression
according to site considerations,
message, and graphics composition.

The standard LCBP template
includes two variations based on
this grid. These are shown on the
next two pages.

36”

24”

3/4”

2 1/2”

2 7/8”

3/4” 1/4” 5 1/2”

2/5”
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See the Adirondack Mountains across the lake? Try to find the peaks shown in
this watercolor. These ancient mountains—made up of rocks over 1 billion years
old—grew to their present height 120 million years ago. Today, occasional earth-
quakes remind us that the Adirondack Mountains are still active!  

You can also locate several islands in Lake Champlain. Rock Dunder, located
between Shelburne Point and Juniper Island, is sacred to Native Americans.
According to Abenaki legend, the deity Ojihozo turned himself into that rock
after he created the lake, so he could admire his creation forever. The islands are
made of shale, which was originally deposited as mud in a small sea between the
Adirondacks and the newly forming Green Mountains more than 400 million
years ago. 

The World Turned Upside Down
500 million years ago, North Beach was located along the
western edge of an ancient ocean. Over 400 million years
ago—even before tectonic plates came together to form the
supercontinent Pangaea and the once-lofty Green Moun-
tains—deep layers of bedrock were thrust over the younger
shales that make up Lake Champlain’s islands. The world-
famous Champlain Thrust Fault is exposed along the
beach at Lone Rock Point to the north. On the other side 
of the point, the light-colored, OLDER dolostone sits 
on top of the dark-colored, YOUNGER shale below it.
(Photograph courtesy of Jack Drake, University of
Vermont Geology Department.) 

Take a Dip
Imagine yourself here 15,000 years ago. You would need
diving equipment! Glaciers from the Ice Age were melt-
ing, and a huge body of fresh water called Lake Vermont
lay between the Green Mountains and the Adirondacks.
The lake was 650 feet deep and covered all of Burlington.  
(Photograph courtesy of the University of Vermont 
Special Collections.)

A Whale of a Tale
How did this beluga whale skeleton get into the Champlain
Valley? It turns out that the water here turned salty
13,300 years ago. After the last Ice Age, heavy glaciers
retreated north and depressed the land below sea level.
Ocean water flooded the valley to make the Champlain
Sea. For the next 2,800 years, seals, porpoises, and whales
frolicked in the surf until the land rebounded and blocked
the saltwater connection to the St. Lawrence Seaway.
(Drawing courtesy of Ian Hodgdon, Perkins Geology
Museum, University of Vermont.)

Painting by Janet Kilburn. 

Lynch 
Mountain

Giant
Mountain

NippletopMount
Discovery

Boquet
Mountain

Juniper Island Four Brothers Islands

Rattlesnake
Mountain

Mount 
Haystack

500 Million Years at the Beach
Chambly Canal

Canada

United States

New York

Quebec

Vermont

N

Burlington
You Are Here

Champlain Canal

Burlington 
Heritage Trail

For information: 1-800-468-5227, www.lcbp.org
Special thanks to the Perkins Geology 

Museum, University of Vermont.

Typography

Typography has been chosen to
achieve an accessible, legible,
and inviting presentation.
Choice of type size depends on
reading distance, height, and
importance of information.
Typefaces are mixed in a hierar-
chical fashion to convey levels 
of information and emphasis. 

Logos and
Identification

Wayside exhibits using the LCBP
template display the LCBP logo
in the bottom left-hand corner.
There is also space for one or two
additional logos of the Wayside
Exhibit Team’s choice.

The trail or project name and
brief contact information,
including telephone number 
and web site address, appear
below the logos.

Option A: Full Spread
This option utilizes one primary image, over
which type and secondary images are placed.

Title
Avant Garde
Bold 122 point

Main Text 
Goudy 
29 point

State/Province
Identifier
Myriad Bold 
32 point

Canal Identifier 
Myriad Bold 
22 point

You Are Here
Myriad Bold 
18 point

Sponsor/Name
Myriad Bold 
28 point

For More Info
Myriad Bold 
18 point

Caption 
Goudy Bold
Italic 20 point

Subheading
Myriad Bold
26 point

Feature Labels
Goudy Bold
Italic 24 point

US/Canadian
Border
Myriad Bold 
22 point

The Burlington Heritage Trail, Burlington, VT.
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Option B: The Block
This option utilizes a primary image with type and secondary images 
generally placed outside the primary image in a colored block. 

Color

The template includes three
standard colors: blue, black, 
and beige.

Blue is used exclusively for the
lake graphic; beige is used for
type, image frames, and the 
aluminum frame around the
panel; and black is used for text
and as background color on the
title bar and the lake column.

For the background color of the
block template, there are four
colors from which to chose, as
shown below.

Pantone 301 C

Pantone 4685 C

Pantone 4685 C

Pantone 302 CPantone 222 C

Pantone 3165 C

Black

Note: Swatches may vary slightly
from actual pantone colors. Please
refer to a coated Pantone Color
Formula Guide, an accurate
method for the selection, specifica-
tion, communication, reproduction,
matching and control of Pantone
Matching System colors, the 
international printing, publishing
and packaging color language.

The LaChute Riverwalk, Town of Ticonderoga, NY.
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Bilingual Exhibits

The LCBP recognizes our bilin-
gual region and opportunities for
cross-border promotion, and
encourages the use of bilingual
exhibits. This manual offers a
template specifically designed to
accommodate translated text in
both English and French. 

Bilingual exhibits are approxi-
mately 16 percent wider than a
standard exhibit. The LCBP can
make arrangements for text trans-
lations in a project’s design and
development phase. 

42”

24”

Alburg Dunes State Park, Alburg, VT.
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Migrating Through - Lake Cham-
plain is part of the Atlantic flyway
between northern breeding grounds
and southern wintering grounds.
Spectacular numbers of waterfowl
gather here in spring and fall.
Watch for Common Goldeneyes,
Ring-necked Ducks, Hooded 
Mergansers, Snow and Canada
Geese, and Northern Pintails.

Breeding - Many of the bird species
found along the lake are part-time
residents. They head south in
autumn when their food sources
become scarce—then return in
spring to nest and raise young. 

Wintering - It is hard to believe
that for some birds that summer 
in the far north, the Champlain
Valley provides a balmy winter
home. Wintertime is your chance 
to see Bohemian Waxwings, Snow
Buntings, Common Redpolls,
Snowy Owls, Rough-legged Hawks,
and Bald Eagles. 

Living Year-Round - Some birds 
at your winter feeder make the
Champlain Valley their year-round
home. Several waterfowl species
also stay all year, including: Canada
Geese, Black Ducks, Mallards, 
and Common Mergansers. Great
Horned Owls and Red-tailed Hawks
brave winters here as well. 

Migration - Le lac Champlain fait
partie du corridor de migration de
l’Atlantique reliant les aires de
reproduction du Nord aux aires
d’hivernage du Sud. Au printemps 
et à l’automne, le gibier d’eau se
rassemble ici en nombre spectacu-
laire. Observez le Garrot à œil d’or,
le Fuligule à collier, le Harle couron-
né, l’Oie des neiges et la Bernache
du Canada.

Nidification - Nombre d’espèces
d’oiseaux trouvées autour du lac y
résident à temps partiel. À l’automne,
lorsque leurs sources de nourriture
se raréfient, ils s’envolent vers le 
sud et reviennent au printemps pour
nicher et élever leurs couvées.

Hivernage - Le croirez-vous? La
vallée du lac Champlain offre un
doux asile hivernal à certains
oiseaux qui passent l’été dans le
Grand Nord. Vous avez la chance,
en hiver, d’observer le Jaseur boréal,
le Bruant des neiges, le Sizerin flam-
mé, le Harfang des neiges, la Buse
pattue et le Pygargue à tête blanche.

À demeure - Quelques oiseaux de
votre mangeoire d’hiver ont élu
domicile dans la vallée du lac
Champlain. Plusieurs espèces
sauvagines incluant la Bernache 
du Canada, le Canard à sourcils, 
le Canard colvert et le Grand 
Harle s’y sont installés à demeure.
Le Grand-duc d’Amérique et la
Buse à queue rousse bravent égale-
ment l’hiver ici.

 

Chambly Canal

Canada

United States

Quebec

Champlain Canal

New York

Vermont

N

Alburg
You Are Here

(Courtesy/gracieuseté de Jeff Nadler.)

Lake Champlain Birding Trail
For information: (802) 287-4284
www.lakechamplainbirding.org

Common Goldeneye migrates through. Le Garrot à
œil d’or en migration. (Courtesy/Gracieuseté du
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, photo: Mike Hopiak.)

Canada Geese nest and raise young. La Bernache
du Canada niche et élève sa couvée. (Courtesy/
Gracieuseté de USFWS, photo: Robert C. Fields.)

Red-tailed Hawks live here year-round. La Buse à
queue rousse habite ici en permanence. (Courtesy/
Gracieuseté de USFWS, photo: J.&K. Hollingsworth.)

Snowy Owls winter here. Le Harfang des neiges
hiverne ici. (Courtesy/Gracieuseté de Rod et de
Betty Vallee.) 

Bird Watching Tips:

• Respect wildlife homes—leave nests and
their occupants as you found them.

• Use binoculars or a spotting scope so you
can view birds from a distance. Approach-
ing a nest, even if you leave it alone, can
lead predators to it.

• Blend in with your surroundings—wear
neutral-colored clothing and move slow-
ly and quietly.

• Share your lunch only with other humans.
• Limit use of recordings, calls, or whistles

to attract birds.
• Leave pets at home or keep them on leash.
• Obtain permission before birding on 

private land.
• Respect wildlife refuges where birding is

not allowed to protect nesting birds.

Étiquette de l’observation 
des oiseaux

• Utiliser des jumelles ou un télescope
d’observation afin de voir les oiseaux à
distance. Approcher d’un nid, même si on
évite d’y toucher, peut entraîner la venue
de prédateurs.

• Respecter l’habitat faunique : laisser les
nids et leurs occupants tels quels.

• Se confondre avec le milieu : porter des
vêtements de couleurs neutres et se
déplacer lentement et sans bruit.

• Partager son repas uniquement avec
d’autres humains.

• Restreindre l’utilisation d’enregistrements,
de cris ou de sifflements pour attirer les
oiseaux.

• Laisser les animaux familiers à la maison
ou les garder en laisse.

• Demander l’autorisation pour observer
les oiseaux sur une propriété privée.

• Respecter les sanctuaires fauniques où
l’observation des oiseaux est défendue
afin de protéger leurs nids.

Dr. Philip C. Walker 
Memorial 

Botanical Trail

Red Cedar and Apple
Tree, Hosts of Cedar
Apple Rust

Gall of Cedar Apple
Rust

Cedar Apple Rust Hanging Spore Threads
After Spring Rain

Eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana) can be injurious to apple orchards because it is an
alternate host for cedar-apple rust, a fungus disease. During half its life cycle this fungus spots
apples and their leaves. Once the fungus matures, it forms spores that are blown to the red
cedar. After development, great orange jelly-like structures appear in spring and early summer 
on red cedar. Spores from these are carried to the apple tree and thus the cycle starts again. 
The fungus can damage apple trees and it is controlled by removing the infected red cedar.

For information: (518) 563-0369

Friends of Point au Roche State Park

Lake Champlain
Basin Program

You Are Here
Point Au
Roche
State Park

Chambly Canal

Canada

United States

New York

Vermont

Champlain
Canal

N

Quebec

12. Cedar Apple Rust

Low-Profile Panel 

Upright Panel

Low-Profile Panel

Site Marker

Bilingual Low-Profile Panel

Panel Sizes and
Orientation

The LCBP wayside exhibit design
comes in a variety of sizes depending
on the message being conveyed.
Low-profile horizontal panels 
(A, B, C, & D) often tell a story or
interpret a specific site or feature.
Site markers (D) are designed to 
be part of a series of displays along 
a thematic trail, such as a nature
walk. Upright panels (E) provide
practical travel information, safety tips,
and illustrations of special destinations. 

Panel A is the most commonly used
size for interpretive panels. Panel 
B is specifically designed for a 
bilingual presentation. Panels 
A, C, D, & E are designed for one 
language, however panel E could 
be adapted to be bilingual. A range 
of estimated prices is included on
page 12. 

Cycle the City is a new way to enjoy the "Queen City." This exciting, self-guided loop tour
showcases the history, culture and natural splendor of Burlington, Vermont -- one of the
loveliest cities in America, and the jewel of northern New England. 

This guide will lead you through the best of Burlington on a primarily flat, 17-mile cycling
loop that is described in six distinct segments on the following pages. We recommend that,
before venturing out, you read the informative narratives for each segment. While you're in
the saddle, our easy-fold maps will make it easy to find your way.  

The loop will take you along spectacular Lake Champlain and the richly scenic Winooski
River. You will also enjoy six parks, three colleges, and countless historic and cultural sites.
You may want to look in on some of the welcoming people you'll find at the restaurants,
B&B's, farms and other businesses listed in our Service Directory insert. 

Burlington is the city that wants to be bicycle-friendly, and encourages reduction in vehicular
traffic. There's no better way to learn about this living community, and truly appreciate all
that Burlington has to offer, than to Cycle the City!

Welcome to Burlington! 

A. 24” x 36” C. 18” x 24” E. 36” x 48”

D. 12” x 17”
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Panel Fabrication 

Working with a contractor, wayside exhibits are 
fabricated through full-color ink-jet digital imaging
onto a high-pressure laminate material made for 
exterior use. Specially developed printing papers are
digitally imaged, then impregnated with melamine
resins and a UV resistant over-laminate, and finally
pressed with extreme heat and pressure. The LCBP
generally orders exhibit panels at 1/8 inch thickness for
framed exhibits or 1/2 inch if a frame is not preferred. 

Considering cost, new advancements in digital tech-
nology, quality of product, and ease of production, the
digital print is the clear choice for most. In vandalism
tests, high pressured laminates scored well for scratch
and cigarette resistance and spray paint and magic
marker removal. Most carry a ten-year guarantee.

The LCBP will assist organizations seeking to select a
fabricator that best suits their needs by sharing our
current information about product lines and costs. A
range of estimated costs from various companies is
noted in the adjacent table. The LCBP is willing to
work with a panel fabricator of an organization’s choice,
provided the product meets certain quality standards. 

The LCBP recommends obtaining exhibit lab tests
prior to final product development to ensure color
match and layout accuracy.

Base and Frame Fabrication

The base and frame product the LCBP uses is a proven
durable cast aluminum, widely used by the National
Park Service. It generally consists of: 1) legs and a
backing plate; or 2) legs with a backing plate that
frames the panel with a 3/4 inch lip. 

Using the frame option, the exhibit panel slides
directly into the frame and its backing plate, making
it easy to assemble and replace. This frame is attached
to one or two legs, depending on the size of the
exhibit. The legs are set in concrete. 

Panels without frames are directly screwed to a back-
ing plate which is then attached to the legs. The
choice is primarily an aesthetic preference, however
the frame does make the exhibit a little more
durable and difficult to vandalize. While the differ-
ence in initial cost is not significant, a 1/2 inch panel
will cost more to replace if choosing the option with-
out a frame. Another choice is a railing mount,
which requires no legs. In this case the frame and/or 
a backing plate is attached directly to a railing.

Panel Base            Base
w/o frame     w/ frame

12x17 inches $150 - $385    $190 -   $470
24x18 $170 - $385   $350 -     $470
24x36 $310 - $385    $450  -     $470  
24x42 $330 - $530    $460  -     $620  
36x48 Upright N/A    $490 -    $730  
36x48 Double Upright N/A    $910 -  $1,450
36x48 Triangular Upright     N/A  $1,190 -  $2,170
36x48 Triple inline Upright N/A $1,240 -  $2,170

Prices may vary. Shipping may be included,
depending on the company. Lead time: 
40-45 days. Note: 1/8 inch panels can be
used with bases using frames, while bases
not using frames require a 1/2 inch panel.
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Panel Size    1/8 inch        1/2 inch
12x17 inches $70 - $160          $90 - $180  
18x24 $130 - $250      $180 - $290
24x36           $250 - $400       $340 - $470  
24x42 $310 - $450        $420 - $530
36x48 $490 - $660        $670 - $810

Prices may vary. Costs do not include pack-
aging, shipping, and a lab sample. Plan on
adding $50-$100 per exhibit for these addi-
tional services, depending on size of order.
Lead-time: 30-45 days.
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• Very stubborn
graffiti may require
something stronger,
such as mineral spirits.
Do not use lacquer
thinner or acetone,
as they can damage
the surface of your
panel. Always rinse
with clean water.

• Minor blemishes,
nicks, marks, or 
burnishes and very
light scratches can 
be concealed using 
a polymer based 
car wax.

• Persistent stains can be removed with a two minute
exposure to household bleach. Always rinse with
clean water after this procedure.

Getting Started

Contact the LCBP for help in starting the process of
developing your wayside exhibit. We are happy to 
discuss your ideas and to answer any questions that you
may have. We look forward to hearing from you soon!

Installation

The site manager is
generally responsi-
ble for installing  
wayside exhibits.
However, a wayside
exhibit team may
need to rely on 
volunteers to
accomplish this task. 

The LCBP does not
install exhibits,
although we will
guide an organiza-
tion with technical
assistance. Exact
locations and 
positions must be well planned. The project 
coordinator should visit the site with the site manager 
to determine the best location and orientation.

Integrate exhibits into the landscape as much as possi-
ble. In remote areas, install with as little disturbance
to the surface as possible. In not-so-remote areas, 
wayside exhibits can draw many people. In such cases,
locate exhibits on level, hard-surfaced pads to minimize
the impact.

Base systems are relatively easy to install. Specific
instructions can be obtained from the LCBP or the
manufacturer.

Maintenance

After all your hard work, please do not neglect your
wayside exhibit. A little maintenance can go a long
way to improve the appearance and increase the
exhibit’s life. Periodic maintenance using the follow-
ing cleaning tips greatly improves how visitors will
view and remember your message and presentation. 

Cleaning Tips

• Use a popsicle stick and water (a hose if possible),
to clean the weep, or drainage holes, at the bottom
of the panel frame so that debris does not collect. 

• For simple cleaning, mild soap and water is best.
Rinse with clean water after washing. Avoid using
abrasive cleaners or acids.

• Graffiti (paint, crayon, felt tip markers) can be
removed using an organic solvent, such as Simple
Green, or similar non-abrasive citrus-based cleaners.

Low Profile 
Surface Mount

Double Inline Upright 

Low Profile 
Inground Unit

Triangular Upright 

Wall Mount Frame


